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2016 another year of above WACC returns
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Profits cycle now showing signs of peaking

Airline industry average EBIT margin
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Widening asset utilization gap driving returns

Breakeven and achieved weight load factor
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Better capital productivity also driving returns

Capital productivity and operating margins
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Margins now less leveraged to economic cycle?

World airline EBIT margin and global GDP growth
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Industry totals hide enormous diversity

2015 ROIC = adjusted EBIT/revenue * revenue/invested capital

Source: IATA calculations from The Airline Analyst
It’s largely N America driving industry results

Net post-tax profit margins

2015 2016

N America 10% 10%
Europe 4% 3%
Asia Pacific 2% 2%
Middle East 1% 1%
Latin America 0% -2%
Africa 0% 0%
Parts of Europe also performing well but not elsewhere
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Balance sheets show the diversity of financial health
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And performance is uneven across markets

Revenues from passengers and cargo
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Globalization paused and threatened?

World trade/IP ratio vs. measure of global supply chains

Index (Oct 2008=100)
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Air travel growth has surprised on the upside

IATA forecasts of global RPK growth

% change over previous year

Source: IATA Economic Performance of the Airline Industry issues from 2012-2015
But world stuck in a low economic growth path

IMF forecasts of global economic growth (using market exchange rates)

Source: IATA using forecasts from IMF World Economic Outlook issues 2013-2016
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Price stimulation from LCC entry in significant markets

Sources: IATA using SRS Analyser data
Significant price stimulation from fuel cost pass-through

Average return fare and Brent crude oil prices

Source: IATA using PaxIS+ and Haver data
But lackluster economic cycle now seems to be slowing

Global economic cycle indicators
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World awash with savings and short of investment

US 10 year Treasury yield and 10 year TIPS real yield
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Central banks continue to print money

Central bank assets
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Asset price valuations back to pre-GFC levels or more

US Treasury yields, house prices and equity values
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Debt continues to grow, despite Global Financial Crisis

Outstanding debt of non-financial sector, % of GDP
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Only the consumer is keeping US GDP growth positive

Source: IATA using data from Haver
Can payrolls keep growing while corporate profits shrink?

US fixed investment growth and change in non-farm payrolls

% change over previous year
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World economy (and aviation markets) at a cross-roads

- Central banks creating asset bubbles not economic growth
- Dangerous levels of indebtedness
- Brexit, support for populism, symptoms of rising inequality
- Two main scenarios:
  - Pessimistic: renewed debt deflation + protectionism; supply-side damage
  - Optimistic: incumbent governments respond to threats from populism and embrace reflationary policies
LOOKING FOR INSIGHTS INTO AIR TRANSPORT MARKETS AND ISSUES?

Download the new IATA Economics Research App

NEW IATA ECONOMICS RESEARCH APP

Keep up to date with IATA Economics’ latest analysis on key aviation issues and market trends.

Receive personalised notifications when new research is available, share content through social media and email, and read your favourite content off-line, perfect for people on the go!

Access industry-leading economic analysis on key aviation issues and market trends through:

- Reports
- Charts
- Presentations
- Videos and more.

To find out more visit: www.iata.org/econapp